
Beyond 
Adultism & 
Tokenism



Let’s begin… here



IMAGINAL 
CELLS





Vulnerability

Excitement

Adventure

FEAR

Anxiety

Frustration

Discovery





What Happens When the Caterpillar and Its Cells are STRESSED?



Stress Leads to Developmental Problems (Or Worse)

• Caterpillar doesn’t fully “die” before 
beginning transformation

• Transformation is halted from imbalance of 
necessary chemicals

• Butterfly emerges too soon

• Butterfly emerges too late

• Cocoon doesn’t attach

Save Our Monarchs
https://www.saveourmonarchs.org/blog/whats-wrong-with-my-monarch-101





GENERATION





Yet Somehow, Youth are BEING LEADERS!



Seeing Youth as 
They Are

Misconceptions 
and Realities



What Is a Misconception?

A view or opinion that is 
incorrect because it is based on 
faulty thinking or understanding



“Youth Have Short 
Attention Spans”

• Reason:  Adults expect 
youth to pay attention to 
information that isn’t 
relevant or interesting.

• Truth:  Most young 
people will focus on 
anything that is relevant, 
interesting or exciting.



“Youth Only Listen to Youth”

• Reason:  This is a great 
excuse for adults to 
avoid trying (and then 
blame the youth).

• Truth:  Young people 
can spot authenticity in 
anyone, and they’ll 
respond to it.



“Youth Only Care About 
Themselves”

• Reason:  Developmentally, we ARE 
wired to think of ourselves more when 
we are young

• Truth:  This does NOT mean youth 
don’t have empathy, compassion, and 
altruism. In fact they often display more 
than adults.



“Youth Don’t Understand 
Complex Issues”

• Reason:  Adults often don’t 
give young people the 
opportunity to engage with 
complex issues.

• Truth:  Leadership 
organizations have engaged 
tens of thousands of youth in 
policy work for over 20 years.



Spoiled, entitled kid..!

Spoiled, entitled Boomer..!

The “Generation Gap” Widens into a Canyon…



“Adults have to be 
‘youthy’ to engage youth”

Never mind the reasons.
Just DON’T DO IT!

Which brings us to… 
Adultism



What is Adultism?

“Behaviors and attitudes based on 

the assumption that adults are 

better than young people, and are 

entitled to act on them without 

their agreement or consent”

YouthBuild USA et al. 1995, 2017



• Young people develop in stages

• Some adult control is necessary 
at every stage

• As a youth grows, adult control 
relaxes in a deliberate way



Culture plays a role

Different cultures = different 
beliefs and practices





ALONG THE LINE

• We’ll see a few statements

• I invite you to stand along the imaginary line on the wall according to your responses

• This is NOT an evaluation or value judgment



ALL the time SOME of the time Not much of the time Hardly ever

In my organization, youth are deeply involved in creating our 
Vision and Mission.

Are you kidding me??



ALL the time SOME of the time Not much of the time Hardly ever

In my organization, youth have decision-making power about 
resources (including money and staffing).

Are you kidding me??



ALL the time SOME of the time Not much of the time Hardly ever

When we involve young people in our meetings, we meet on 
their own turf.

Are you kidding me??



ALL the time SOME of the time Not much of the time Hardly ever

In my organization, we schedule our meetings specifically to 
include young people’s attendance.

Are you kidding me??



ALL the time SOME of the time Not much of the time Hardly ever

In meetings in my organization, young people and adults have 
civil, spirited disagreements that get resolved.

Are you kidding me??



ALL the time SOME of the time Not much of the time Hardly ever

In my organization, young people’s attire, communication 
styles, and ideas are respected and welcomed by all.

Are you kidding me??



ALL the time SOME of the time Not much of the time Hardly ever

In my organization, youth do their own research and wrote 
their own scripts for public presentations.

Are you kidding me??



ALL the time SOME of the time Not much of the time Hardly ever

In my organization, we invite and welcome young people’s 
ideas when these deviate from evidence-based practices.

Are you kidding me??



ALL the time SOME of the time Not much of the time Hardly ever

I know young people whose health has been negatively 
impacted by their level of economic stability.

Are you kidding me??



Adultism is Ultimately a Form of Dehumanizing





• Prevalent in the USA 
through early 20th Century

• Only value of a child is their 
work

• Children as machines to 
generate profit (or to 
survive)



Yeah, but that was such a long 
time ago! It doesn’t apply to 

today!

Nope.  Six generations is 
not a long time. The 
trauma and hurt is 

passed down.



Corporal Punishment in Schools

• Default discipline across the USA until mid 
20th Century

• Could include anything from slaps to 
severe beatings

• Often used older children to inflict 
punishment on younger



We’ve come a long way since 
those bad old days, thank 

goodness!

Nope.  This country does a lot of 
things well, but we lag way 

behind other developed nations 
in this area..





It’s Not About Single Incidents

It’s about a PATTERN



Institutional Adultism: Schools

• Adults deciding what youth can and cannot read

• Understaffing of counselors (overstaffing of police)

• Time-out, isolation, humiliation still common



What would happen if they 
decided to yell back..?



Adultism & Racism 
are Good Friends…
Braxton Schafer, 14.  O’Gorman High School, Sioux Falls SD



• School policy on “neat and 
presentable” hair for students

• Given choice: Cut locks or 
leave school

• Never received complaints 
until this year (New school 
board)



Same Goes for LGBTQ 
Discrimination
Northwest High School, Grand Island, NE



When this issue came out:

• Student paper shut down

• School demanded apology 
from students

• Entire journalism program 
shut down





Governing Boards of Prevention Programs
WITHOUT YOUTH AT THE TABLE



Youth Events that are All Rah-Rah but Create No Lasting Change



For every condition of INEQUITY, some group is preserving their 
Power, Opportunities, Legitimacy, or Security

That is PRIVILEGE

Maintaining privilege is in the NATURE of groups





Or in less obvious ways (Microaggression and Gaslighting)

“You’re being over-sensitive…”

“You’re preventing healing…”

“Oh, you’ll grow out of it..!”

“You aren’t being grateful for what you have…”

“You don’t love your (School, Country, Family, etc)…”

“You don’t really know what you’re talking about…”

“You’re just being angry (or crazy)…” 

What have we heard?
How can we respond?



Watts, Roderick J.; Flanagan, Constance 
(August 2007). "Pushing the envelope on 
youth civic engagement: A developmental 
and liberation psychology perspective". 
Journal of Community Psychology. 35.



Watts, Roderick J.; Flanagan, Constance 
(August 2007). "Pushing the envelope on 
youth civic engagement: A developmental 
and liberation psychology perspective". 
Journal of Community Psychology. 35.





1. Would I talk to an adult this way?

2. Would I treat an adult this way?

3. Would I make this decision for an 
adult?

4. Would I have this expectation of 
an adult?

5. Would I look at an adult friend’s 
problems this way?



What is Tokenism?

• Making only a symbolic effort to 
be inclusive in order to give the 
appearance of inclusion and 
equity.

• Giving the appearance of 
inclusion while reinforcing 
stereotypes or “safe” versions of 
under-represented groups.



How Do We Overcome Adultism and Tokenism?

Call it out when we see it, 
and when we do it

In our organizations, 
communities, and institutions

Ask and listen to youth:  
“How are we doing?  How 

can we do better?”
Being vulnerable with young 

people goes a long way

Have youth make the 
decisions about youth
Nothing ABOUT them, 

WITHOUT them

Don’t lead, don’t dictate - COLLABORATE



Guidelines

and

Sinkholes



• Listen without judgment

• Try to listen twice as much as 
you talk to a young person

• Don’t just hear, but 
concentrate

GUIDELINE



SINKHOLE

• “Without judgment” means 
withholding judgment, not 
suppressing it

• “Uh huh” is not listening

• Listening while using your device 
isn’t listening



Ask questions and be genuinely curious

GUIDELINE



SINKHOLE
• Too much questioning becomes 

interrogating

• If we ask an honest question, 
we’d better be ready for an 
honest answer

• Some answers might require us to 
ACT – be prepared and informed



Be real and share complete, 
accurate information.

Yes, about anything.

GUIDELINE



SINKHOLE

• Watch out for overshare

• ALWAYS maintain 
healthy boundaries

• Remember: Different 
families and cultures 
have different norms 
about sharing 



GUIDELINE

Be patient



SINKHOLE
• Where safety is concerned, patience 
can be harmful

• Patience can become disconnection –
Be vigilant

• Our brains are wired to be more 
patient than theirs – Don’t expect perfect 
reciprocity
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